Two principally different molecular structures in the crystalline state are known from the copper (II) complex with 7-hydroxy-4-methyl-5-aza-hept-4-en-2-on. The magnetic susceptibilities of three forms of this compound [a-(CuEIA) 4, /?-(CuEIA) 4, and /?-(CuEIA)4-2 C6H6] have been measured in the temperature range 2.6-300 K. The results indicate that principally different molecular structures correspond to principally different magnetic properties. While the a-form shows antiferromagnetic spin coupling in the S' = 0 ground state, the electrons in the ß-lorm are coupled ferromagnetically in the S' = 2 ground state. A fitting procedure of a theoretical equation based on the isotropic HDVV-model led to a satisfactory agreement between calculated and experimental data for a-(CuEIA) 4 and ß-(CuEIA) 4 , while this was not possible for ß-(CuEIA) 4 • 2 C6H6 . The exchange parameters obtained for a-(CuEIA)4 (<7=2.13, /12= -17 cm -1 , /13=+3.5 cm -1 , and Aa = 60-10~6 cgs-emu) are in good agreement with the values given by Ginsberg et al. For ß-(CuEIA) 4 a weak antiferromagnetic intercluster interaction could be determined at low temperatures. The fitting procedure yielded the following values: <7=2.05, /12= -6.4 cm -1 , /13=+24.2 cm" 1 , Aa=10-10-« cgs-emu, ©=-0.27°.
Introduction
Of the copper(II) complex with 7-hydroxy-4-methyl-5-aza-hept-4-en-2-on, (CuEIA) 4 the principal structures of the Cu404-cores. A similar behavior is found with the group of copper(II) complexes with N,N-disubstituted aminoalcohols 3~6 . For these it could be demonstrated that spin coupling of the magnetic centres inside the tetrameric molecules is different and that one of the principal structures goes with antiferromagnetic spin coupling, while the other one goes with ferromagnetic spin coupling. (CuEIA) 4 offers the opportunity to investigate the magnetism of tetrameric Cu(II) structures with different Cu404 cubane type cores within one chemical compound in order to get information about the magnitude of the magnetic interaction between the single copper (II) ions. The exchange integrals Jij can be determined from the temperature dependence of magnetic susceptibility using the isotropic Heisenberg-Dirac-van Vleckmodel (HDVV-model), in which the effective Hamiltonian describing the energy difference between states with different total spin S' has the form '~9 H = -2 2 hj SrSj. In his review 7 Ginsberg gave the values for the exchange integrals of a-(CuEIA) 4 . We have not found the experimental data of the magnetic susceptibility as a function of temperature in the literature.
Experimental
The compound CuEIA was prepared as described by Jäger 10 . Proof of the existence of ß-(CuEIA) 4 [as /?-(CuEIA)4-2 C6H6 and ß-(CuEIA) 4] , besides the known a-(CuEIA) 4 1 , was given in Ref. 2 including the preparation conditions.
Magnetic susceptibilities in the temperature range 2.6 -300 K were determined by the Foner method as in Ref. 6 . In the case of /?-(CuEIA)4 -2 C6H6 one must be aware that the compound does not decompose by loss of benzene during the performance of the suspectibility determination.
Susceptibility data were field independent above 10 K and measured at 10 kG. Below 10 K a small field dependence of susceptibility data was determined and susceptibility data were obtained at 1 kG.
Corrections for the underlying diamagnetism were applied using published values (2)]. This means that the interaction between all copper atoms is ferromagnetic and is greater for the longer Cu-Cu-distances (1 -2 and 3 -4). This set of parameters was excluded due to the following reasons: a) In general, shorter Cu-Cudistance means greater overlap of metal d-orbitals with orbitals of bridging oxygen leading to stronger interaction, b) Only weak spin coupling (antiferromagnetism or weak ferromagnetism) should be expected with a Cu-0 . . . Cu bond angle of ~97° 12 .
We interpret that ferromagnetic spin coupling (between atoms 1 -3, 1-4, 2 -3, and 2 -4) results from orthogonality of the p^-and p^-orbitals at bridging oxygen with a Cu-0 . . . Figure 5 shows the energy niveau diagram for a-(CuEIA)4 and /?-(CuEIA)4 resulting from the interpretation of the magnetic susceptibility data with the isotropic Heisenberg-Dirac-van Vleck-model (HDVV-model), assuming symmetry S4 of the tetrameric clusters. The most interesting feature is the S' = 0 ground state for a-(CuEIA)4, while the ground state for /?-(CUEIA)4 is of total spin S' = 2.
15)
A. 11 The exact symmetry as shown by a crystal structure determination is only Cj 2 .
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